Template 1
Highway Naming Resolution Template Boards of Supervisors
County Letterhead or Symbol
Resolution
Title : Highway Naming of Route XXX, “name of road”, from “boundary, intersection or
landmark” to “boundary, intersection or landmark” in “name of County” as the “John Doe
Memorial Highway”.
WHEREAS, provide information about John Doe (or the group of individuals, such as Veterans)
that justifies naming a highway after him/them. For memorial naming requests associated with
an individual rather than a group, include the date that the individual passed away, if it is
known.
WHEREAS, provide further information in multiple “whereas” clauses as the County sees fit;
and
WHEREAS, Section 33.2-213 of the Code of Virginia authorizes the Commonwealth
Transportation Board (CTB) to give suitable names to state highways, bridges, interchanges, and
other transportation facilities and change the names of any highways, bridges, interchanges, or
other transportation facilities forming a part of the systems of state highways; and
WHEREAS, Section 33.2-213 provides that the Virginia Department of Transportation shall
place and maintain appropriate signs indicating the names of highways, bridges, interchanges,
and other transportation facilities named by the CTB and requires that the costs of producing,
placing, and maintaining such signs shall be paid by the localities in which they are located.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that “Name” County, in accordance with Section 33.2-213
of the Code of Virginia, does hereby request that the CTB name the highway on Route XXX,
“name of road”, from “boundary, intersection or landmark” to “boundary, intersection or
landmark” in “name of County” as the “John Doe Memorial Highway”.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that “Name” County agrees to pay the costs of producing, placing,
and maintaining the signs calling attention to this naming.

___Signature__________________
Board of Supervisors Chairman
or other representative

________________
Date

Template 2
Bridge Naming Resolution Template for Boards of Supervisors
County Letterhead or Symbol
Resolution
Title : Bridge Naming on Route XXX, “name of road”, over “name of creek, river or railroad” in
“name of County” as the “John Doe Memorial Bridge”.
WHEREAS, provide information about John Doe (or the group of individuals, such as Veterans)
that justifies naming a bridge after him/them. For memorial naming requests associated with
an individual rather than a group, include the date that the individual passed away, if it is
known.
WHEREAS, provide further information in multiple “whereas” clauses as the County sees fit;
and
WHEREAS, Section 33.2-213 of the Code of Virginia authorizes the Commonwealth
Transportation Board (CTB) to give suitable names to state highways, bridges, interchanges, and
other transportation facilities and change the names of any highways, bridges, interchanges, or
other transportation facilities forming a part of the systems of state highways; and
WHEREAS, Section 33.2-213 provides that the Virginia Department of Transportation shall
place and maintain appropriate signs indicating the names of highways, bridges, interchanges,
and other transportation facilities named by the CTB and requires that the costs of producing,
placing, and maintaining such signs shall be paid by the localities in which they are located.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that “Name” County, in accordance with the requirements
of Section 33.2-213 of the Code of Virginia, does hereby request that the Commonwealth
Transportation Board name the bridge on Route XXX, “name of road”, over “name of creek,
river or railroad” in “name of County” as the “John Doe Memorial Bridge”;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that “Name” County agrees to pay the costs of producing, placing,
and maintaining the signs calling attention to this naming.
.
___Signature__________________
Board of Supervisors Chairman
or other representative

________________
Date

